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ASCA --INSURANCE FOR CC READERS
I am often asked why a Cirrrent Contents reader should use ASCA@, 1S1’s computerised
Asstorrratic Subject Citation Alert.
If you are fike me, you fike to browse through each weekly issue of CC. At the same time
you afso systematicatty read or scan the contents pages of 8 few teading multidiaciptinasy
journals, and a selected list of key joumafs in each of severaf other CC categories. A
WWriSiIS@Yfare Isercentsse of readers, like myself, leaf through every page. However, my
areas of interest are not timited to those covered in the Life, Physical or Chemical Sciences
editions of CC. My topicat interests include: automatic indexing, chemicat notation and n~
menctature, numerical taxonomy, certain aspects ofgcrontotogy, and research administration.
Many of the significant articles pubtished on these topics may appear in a joumat not covered
by a particular edition of CC. CC does not aspire to cover every journal of possibk interest to
every reader.
I USCASCA(Auromatic Subject Citation A Iert) to solve this problem and others. Through
ASCA 1 receive weekly reports which list attictes of interest to me that have recartJy
apfsc=ed issSSIYof the nearly 2,~
joumafs being processed for 1S1’sScience Citation Index.
By using ASCA to suppkment CC the number of joumats through which I can “browse” is
significant] y increased. Simuttancously, ASCA cars provide me systematic coverage of the
literature to insure that 1 do not miss anything that is absolutely essential to my work.
ASCA does this for me by having the computer look at every article titk for me, fiteralty
word by word and ktter by ktter, Furthermore, it examines the footnotes or bibliographies
of every article as weft as the tist of authors.
To do this, I must of course construct a profik which enables the computer to find just
what I want. Each week, my interest profile is compared with the protiks for aft 7,000
articles being processed that week. ASCA then provides me with a personat printout of the
information retrieved by the computer.
In some instances, [ may already have seen in CC an article titk that afao appears in my
ASCA report. I find this very reassuring. Many of the other items fisted by ASCA, however,
are those which have appeared in journals whose contents pages in CC I do not scars either
rci@arly or systematically. In addition, through the unique citation indexing feature of the
ASCA service, I am akrted to that speciat goup of articks whose tittes atone would not
enable me to determine that they contain interesting or vatuable information. By fistksg in
my profile a rekcted group of authors or specific publications, 1 can be sure my ASCA reports will list, regardtess of the words ured in their titles, any new work which cites any of
the previous works of the authors on my hst.
You might sum up the situation by saying that I use ASCA as a form of current awareness
insurance. Even if I am too lazy or too busy some weeks, or msh through several copies of
CC after a trip, ASCA reports wilf prevent me from missing “must” reading or articles which
can contribute useful bits of data to my current research.
Of course, I can also use key words, word stems, and other indexing devices to specify
my areas of interest.
Another important feature of third-generation ASCA is shat I can easily modify my
profik whenever my interests change.
You wdf find a mom detaikd description of the ASCA 111service elsewhere in this issue.
I hope that you witl take a few minutes to carefully evaluate this 1S1 service in terms of its
potentiaf vafue to you.
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